
METHODS

• An ongoing Phase 1/2a open-label, non-randomized, multicenter, dose escalation (Phase 1) 

and dose expansion (Phase 2a) study was initiated in November 2021 (NCT05109442)

• Patients will receive combination therapy until disease progression, intolerable toxicity, patient 

withdrawal of consent, or termination at the Investigator’s discretion

Phase 1/2a study design

Phase 1: 

• Patients will undergo a safety lead-in phase with AFM24 as a single agent at the dose 

assigned to the relevant cohort 7 days before receiving the combination therapy

• A standard 3+3 dose escalation design will be used to determine the maximum tolerated dose 

(MTD) and/or recommended phase 2 dose (RP2D)

• Escalating doses of AFM24 will be given to each cohort as weekly intravenous (IV) infusions; 

the starting dose and at least two dose escalations are planned based on results from the 

ongoing AFM24 monotherapy trial; atezolizumab will be given at a fixed dose of 840 mg as a 

single IV infusion once every two weeks

• MTD will be defined as the highest dose level below the maximum administered dose where 

the number of patients with DLT is <2 out of 6; RP2D will be defined as any dose level where 

the MTD has not been met, where clinical, pharmacokinetics (PK), pharmacodynamics (PD) 

and/or laboratory data indicate that a biologically active dose has been reached

• Safety follow-ups will be carried out at the end of treatment (14 days post-final dose), 

30 days, and subsequently every 3 months to accrue long-term data 

Phase 2a: 

• A Simon two-stage optimal design will be utilized for the malignancies indicated below which 

meet the inclusion criteria
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STUDY PARAMETERS

Key inclusion criteria

• Patients must be aged 18 or over and have histologically or cytologically confirmed advanced 

or metastatic EGFR disease (in ≥1% of tumor cells):

• Advanced or metastatic wild-type EGFR non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) with 

progression following ≥1 prior line of therapy, including a platinum-based doublet in 

combination or following treatment with an anti-PD-1/ or anti-PD-L1 antibody

• Advanced, unresectable, or metastatic gastric/gastro-esophageal junction (GEJ) 

adenocarinoma following ≥1 prior chemotherapy regimen including a platinum and 

fluoropyrimidine doublet

• Advanced or metastatic hepatocellular carcinoma, hepatobiliary-, or pancreatic 

adenocarcinoma: following ≥1 prior line of an approved standard of care therapy for the 

respective disease type or who is ineligible for standard of care therapy

• Adequate hematological, hepatic, and renal function

• Have an Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status (PS) 0 or 1

• Evaluable or measurable disease per Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors

(RECIST v1.1)

Key exclusion criteria

• Untreated or symptomatic central nervous system metastases

• Transfusion of blood products within 14 days of AFM24 treatment

• Clinically significant cardiac disorders

• Treatment with systemic anticancer therapy within four weeks of the first dose of study drug, 

six weeks for mitomycin C or nitrosoureas, two weeks (or five half-lives) for fluorouracil or 

small molecule targeted drugs, or two weeks for using traditional Chinese medicine with an 

anti-tumor indication

• Radiation therapy within four weeks before first dose of study drug, or unresolved (common 

terminology criteria for adverse events v5.0 >Grade 1) toxicity from previous radiotherapy

• History of any other malignancy known to be active

• Currently active in any other clinical study, or administration of another investigational agent

BACKGROUND

• Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is frequently overexpressed 

on the cell surface of various solid malignancies, and is associated with 

poor patient prognosis1

• AFM24 is a first-in-class, tetravalent, bispecific innate cell engager 

(ICE®) that targets EGFR+ tumor cells2

• AFM24 binds both to EGFR on the surface of tumor cells, and to 

CD16A on natural killer (NK) cells and macrophages, enhancing 

antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and 

antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP), respectively2

• Preclinical studies of AFM24 have demonstrated efficacious tumor cell killing independent of 

EGFR mutational status3; an ongoing Phase 1/2a study of AFM24 monotherapy in EGFR+

solid tumors (NCT04259450) has demonstrated a well-managed safety profile4

• Atezolizumab is a monoclonal antibody that binds programmed-death ligand-1 (PD-L1), 

enhancing the adaptive immune response through suppression of the PD-1 immune 

checkpoint5

• Atezolizumab has shown clinical efficacy and a favorable safety profile in solid tumors6–8

• The combination of AFM24 with atezolizumab may provide a new treatment modality 

leveraging both innate and adaptive immune responses to target EGFR+ tumors

OBJECTIVE

To investigate the safety, tolerability and efficacy of AFM24 in combination with 

atezolizumab for the treatment of patients with advanced EGFR+ solid tumors

KEY POINTS

• This study is a Phase 1/2a trial with the aim of establishing the safety, tolerability 

and efficacy of AFM24 with atezolizumab in patients with EGFR+ solid tumors

• AFM24 and atezolizumab exhibit well-managed safety profiles in patients with solid 

tumors4,5; atezolizumab monotherapy has exhibited efficacious anti-tumor efficacy 

in both preclinical and clinical settings6-8 and, in addition, AFM24 has demonstrated 

the capability of inducing efficacious killing of EGFR+ tumor cell lines in vitro3

• A combination of AFM24 with atezolizumab may enhance anti-tumor activity by 

engaging both the innate and adaptive immune responses to target EGFR+ tumors
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STUDY ENDPOINTS

Phase 1:

Primary: 

• Incidence of dose limiting toxicities (DLTs)

Secondary:

• Overall response rate (ORR) as per Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (as per 

RECIST v1.1) by investigator’s assessment

• Incidence of treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) and serious adverse events (SAEs)

Phase 2a:

Primary:

• ORR as per RECIST v1.1 by investigator’s assessment

Secondary: 

• Progression-free survival (PFS), duration of response (DoR), and the clinical benefit rate as 

per RECIST v1.1 by investigator’s assessment

Secondary endpoints for both phases include TEAEs and SAEs, the PK of AFM24 (maximum 

plasma concentration (Cmax), minimum plasma concentration (Cmin), area under the 

concentration-time curve over the dose interval (AUCtau), time to Cmax (Tmax) and immunogenicity.
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For further information, please contact Dr. Daniela Morales-Espinosa (d.morales-espinosa@affimed.com)

DLT, dose-limiting toxicity; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; GEJ, gastro-esophageal junction; MTD, maximum tolerated dose; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; 

PD1, programmed cell death 1; PDL1, programmed death ligand 1; QW, once weekly; Q2W, once every two weeks; RP2D, recommended Phase 2 dose; WT, wild-type.


